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Abstract
This thesis concerns the relationship between aspects of cognitive differences and interface design in the

context of visual impairment. Among a number of sources of cognitive differences studied, this work

focuses on Witkin’s Cognitive Style Theory (1971). According to this theory people are more or less

field-dependent. A field-independent person has good analytical and restructuring skills while the field-

dependent individual has a more holistic approach and good inter-personal skills. According to several

researchers, a number of design aspects such as dialogue style, user versus system guiding etc., can be

designed to accommodate these differences in cognitive style. An interview study gives some support to

the hypothesis that this relationship between cognitive style and design aspects also is relevant in a

context of visual impairment.
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1 Introduction
This dissertation is a contribution to a larger project titled ”The design of

Human/machine Interfaces for disabled Women and Men”. The project is a co-operation

between the Division of Working Environment and the Cognitive Science Department at

Lund University. The overall aim of the project is to take into acount men’s and

women’s different abilities and experience in the design of aid for disabled individuals.

Existing knowledge of the use of technical equipment among men and women and how it

effects the design will be synthesised. Which technical aids that are used by men and

women respectively will be examined. Within this prospect a study of a computer

interface for visually impaired is conducted, with the aim to develop methods for user-

interface design that is well suited for men and women respectively.

Within this framework this dissertation will examine which cognitive differences

in groups and individuals should be considered when designing aids for disabled men and

women. The dissertation includes literature studies of these variables and of how they

can be addressed in the design. An interview Pilot Study of a computer interface for blind

users will also be part of the dissertation as well as the planning of a second Pilot Study

and of a larger Case Study.

1.1 Aims

The overall aim of the dissertation is to contribute to the cognitive adaptation of user

interfaces for disabled people. What cognitive differences that should be considered in

the design of aids is examined.

1.2 Objectives

• Identify the main sources of cognitive differences.

• Evaluate to which extent these variables are addressed in the design of the system

used in the case study.

• Address usage and learning within the case study.

• Identify possible adaptable design attributes.

• Identify possible relationships between the cognitive differences and features of the

design
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1.3 Disposition

The background, based on literature studies, is presented in chapter 2. Chapter 3, titled

choice of method, presents hypothesis and possible ways of measuring cognitive

differences. Test procedures regarding the users interaction of computer systems is also

discussed. The methodology of the first Pilot Study is treated in chapter 4. Chapter 5 and

6 present plans for a second Pilot Study and the Case Study respectively.
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2 Background

In the discipline of Human Computer Interaction, HCI, knowledge about the interaction

between users and computers is taught. The user is normally some prototypical or

average user. This kind of knowledge has been expressed in various guidelines and rules

of thumb of how to design a human- computer interface. But another aspect of HCI

includes how to gain knowledge about the users in a specific case. It’s simply the case

that no matter how great the designers knowledge and experience is, he or she can not

anticipate every aspect of the user and the interaction between the user and the product

being developed. Every user has his or her experience, educational background,

preferences, skills and weaknesses.

In this respect there is no great difference developing technical equipment for able-

bodied and disabled. The difference is the scope of the cognitive differences and of

course the effect that these differences have on everyday life. Sometimes it’s merely a

quantitative difference, like having limited motor abilities, but sometimes it’s a qualitative

difference like being blind. In fact Edward’s in his book Extra-ordinary human-computer

interaction (1995) warns the designer of a computer interface to neglect the variety of

users as well as exaggerate the differences.

In this chapter knowledge that can be found in the literature about different sources

of cognitive differences will be presented. Gender and age are discussed in the context of

these cognitive differences. Further different design aspects and their relationships to

these differences will be presented. Finally aspects of adaptation of graphical user

interfaces (GUIs) will be discussed.

2.1 Cognitive Differences

Christine L. Borgman (1989) points out that there is a wide performance range among

users when it comes to computer tasks. For most non-computing tasks a range of 2:1 is

encompassing 95% of the working population. The range 2:1 means that the fastest user

is twice as fast as the slowest. According to Borgman, controlled tests of users have

shown that text editing tasks have a range of 7:1, information retrieval among novices

have a range of 10:1. She even mentions a test of students with a range of 50:1 for a

programming task.
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These differences measured among able-bodied users implies that adapting to

cognitive differences is essential for able bodied as well as for disabled users as a means

to shrink these gaps. Borgman, referring to Egan, gives two more reasons, in addition to

the performance range, for the need to be concerned with the cognitive differences

among users. The people who have reasons to perform the computer tasks should

perform them, not those who are best at operating the computer. Finally, there are

methods to accommodate these differences.

The term cognitive differences is used to distinguish from the more general term

individual differences. The term is used as the subset of individual differences

characterising individual cognitive processing.

Many different aspects of cognitive differences could be considered, and different

researchers in the HCI area put emphasis on different aspects. Many researcher in the

area refer to the studies made by Witkin, Kolb and Egan. Their theories about cognitive

style, learning style and technical aptitudes respectively will hence form a natural base for

the division below. While not exhausting the quite large area of cognitive differences

these main areas of cognitive differences seem to cover by many considered the most

interesting in regard to the interaction between individual and computer. Finally gender

and age and their relationships to cognitive style, learning style and technical aptitudes

are discussed.

2.1.1 Cognitive Style

Many researchers within HCI and other fields of research consider cognitive style an

important factor in determining interaction between user and computer system.

(Coventry, 1989;  Fowler & Murray, 1987). There are, according to Fowler & Murray, a

number of different cognitive style theories. In this essay cognitive style refers to

Witkin’s theory of Psychological Differentiation.

 This is an area with a long history of research. Witkin and his associates initiated

the studies 1950 (Coventry, 1989). The classic Embedded Figures Test, EFT, ( See

Witkin 1971, for details) is a perceptual test that can be used to determine the cognitive

style dimension field-dependency / field-independency. As Witkin et al. explain the test

determines the performance in perceptual disembedding (1971). However ”the field-

dependence-independence perceptual style also exists in persons in whom a given sense
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modality has been lacking from birth onward, as in the deaf and the blind” (Witkin et al.,

1971:5). Further Witkin et al. hold that field-dependency / field-independency also

extends into intellectual domains hence the term ”Cognitive Style”. More exactly Witkin

et al. state that ”competence at disembedding in perceptual tests is strongly associated

with competence at disembedding in non-perceptual problem solving tasks” (1971:4).

Fowler & Murray explain the differences between the two extremes of the cognitive style

dimension: ”The field independent cognitive style is associated with good analytical and

restructuring skills […] field-dependent cognitive style, on the other hand is associated

with a more wholistic [!] approach, and a general acceptance or reliance on the inherent

organisation of material” (1987:710). As a consequence of these analytical and

restructuring skills field-independent individuals tend to adopt an active  hypotheses

testing approach to problem solving and learning, while field-dependent individuals tend

to take a more passive trial-and-error approach. Further, Fowler & Murray also claim

that, field-dependent individuals exhibit greater interpersonal competencies and that these

competencies tend to be associated with person-orientation rather than task-orientation.

While many researchers embrace Witkin’s theories of cognitive style, others have

been more critical (Halpern, 1992; Westergren, 1996). Westergren lists three areas of

criticism. First the term field-dependence can be considered value-laden. Field-sensitivity

is an alternative, more neutral term. Secondly she notes that the performance can be

enhanced by training, see chapter 2.1.4 below. Finally she claims that the gender

difference only concerns visual stimuli. As mentioned above, Witkin claims that the field-

dependence-independence scale exist among groups of people lacking a sense modality

such as vision. However he does not say if this scale show a significant difference in

regard to gender among visually disabled. Hence, Westergren and Witkins claims do not

necessarily conflict. An other ground for criticism by both Westergren and Halpern is

claims, by some researchers, that the field-dependence / field-independence factor does

extend into social behaviour. However social behaviour is not at issue here and will not

be further discussed.

It should be noted that cognitive style is treated as an ‘equal but different’

approach, as Fowler & Murray (1987) characterise it, in this essay. And as Coventry

(1989) points out neither style, field dependency / independency is better then the other

and people should develop different style for different occasions.
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Coventry further suggests that in general people develop a strategy consistent with

their style. Some situations, however, are biased toward a specific style. Stressful

situations can make people adopt a less sophisticated strategy than the situation and the

personal style permit.

2.1.2 Learning Style

Kolb’s theory of learning and his learning style inventory, LSI, is widely referred to in the

literature (Sein & Robey, 1991; Borgman, 1989; Sein & Bostrom, 1989). The inventory

is based on experiential learning theory. According to the experiential learning model the

learning process is a four stage cycle (Kolb, 1976), see fig1.

Concrete
experience

Observations and
reflections

Formation of
abstract concepts
and generalisations

Testing implications
of concepts in new
situations

Figure 1: Experiential Learning Model

According to Kolb an individual needs four abilities corresponding to these stages; The

abilities for concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualisation and

active experimentation. Most individuals are, however, biased toward specific stages of

this model. Actually the learning style can be described in terms of the two dimensions

made up by these abilities. Concrete experience and abstract conceptualisation makes up

Concrete

Active

Abstract

Reflective

Accommodators Divergers

Convergers Assimilators

Figure 2: Learning Style
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one dimension and active experimentation and reflective observation the other(fig2).

Active experimenters who favour concrete experience are called Accommodators

and prefer to work practical, i.e. do things and carry out plans. An Accommodator tends

to take risks, adapt to immediate circumstances, and to discard theories and plans if they

don’t correspond to facts.

Divergers, who also favours concrete experience but are reflective observers, are

imaginative, good at idea generation and people oriented. They are good at viewing

concrete situations from many perspectives and they tend to be emotional and interested

in people.

Convergers and Assimilators are both abstract conceptualisers. Convergers who

favours active experimentation ”tend to focus on specific problems and rely on

hypothetical-deductive reasoning” (Borgman, 1989:244). Convergers are good at

practical application of ideas, but they tend to be unemotional and rather deal with things

than people. They usually score high at conventional intelligence tests, where there is

only one correct answer.

The reflective Assimilators tend to be good at theory and inductive reasoning, but

less interested in the practical application of these theories. Assimilators are not very

interested in people, but they are concerned with abstract concepts.

Further Kolb (1976) means that Convergers often specialise in physical science and

often can be found among engineers. Divergers often have a background in humanities

and liberal arts, and can be found in occupations like: counselling, organisation

development consulting or personnel management. Assimilators tend to study basic

sciences and mathematics rather then applied science, and can be found in research and

planning departments in different organisations. Finally Kolb claims that Accommodators

tend to study practical subjects like business or subjects within technical areas. They

often work in action-oriented areas like marketing or sales.

Borgman suggests that the relationship between academic orientation and factors

like learning style, discussed here, may be a result of self-selection, training, socialisation

or a combination of these.
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2.1.3 Technical Aptitudes

Many researchers consider Egan’s cluster of user characteristics ‘Technical Aptitudes’ to

be a good determinant of computer performance (Borgman, 1989; Höök, 1996; Sein &

Bostrom, 1989)  Technical aptitudes is Egan’s term for the cluster of  the factors: Spatial

Ability, Reasoning Ability and other relating characteristics such as mathematical and

science achievements. (Egan, 1988).

According to Egan spatial ability is related to the ability to evaluate detailed spatial

patterns and the ability to locate objects in a visual display. The ability to remember

spatial arrangements has according to him shown a relationship to performance in text

editing tasks among novices. ”People who scored low on a spatial memory test made

more errors and took more time to perform elementary editing operations than higher

scorers.” (Egan, 1988:553). Borgman (1989) refers to studies that show that spatial

ability is a good predictor of performance in locating target texts in retrieval systems.

This could also be related to Vicente, Hayes, and Williges (1987) data regarding

complex file structure and spatial ability. Egan refers to them suggesting that the data

indicate that users low in spatial abilities get lost in the file system. Sein & Bostrom

(1989) also discuss spatial ability. They refer to Thorndyke’s & Goldin’s findings (1981)

claiming that people with high spatial abilities are better at recalling details in their

neighbourhood. Further they claim that Pellergino (1985) found that subjects who have

high spatial and good inductive reasoning abilities are better, then other subjects, in

forming proper analogies.

Egan further asserts that the ability to develop strategies and to produce symbolic

expressions is related to reasoning abilities. Egan points to work that suggest that

performance in advanced text editing tasks, where the users have to develop their own

editing strategies, depends on deductive reasoning abilities. Borgman (1989) stresses that

reasoning ability has been found to be related to the ability to form database requests in a

formal language.

Further, Borgman suggests that technical aptitudes are related to academic

orientation. However it is not known if higher technical aptitudes comes before or after

choice of academic orientation. This might be a result of self-selection, training,

socialisation or a combination of these factors. She found in one study that academic

discipline was a factor to be considered in information retrieval. In a benchmark test
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those who failed to meet the 30 minute time limit, for 14 search tasks, ”were

predominantly social science and humanities majors while those who passed the test were

science and engineering majors” (Borgman, 1989:238). She implies that the performance

difference between the disciplines could be a result of differences in style of information

seeking. She holds academic orientation to be a ”transient measure and useful primarily

as a pointer to underlying characteristics that may have some influence on retrieval

performance” (Borgman, 1989:238).

2.1.4 Gender

Most researchers agree that there is a sex related difference in cognitive style (Witkin et

al., 1976; Murray & Fowler, 1987). The average woman is significantly more field-

dependent than the average man. These differences, however, do not seem to be present

before the age of eight (Witkin et al., 1976).

As noted, above, Westergren (1996) criticises the theories of cognitive style on a

number of issues related to gender: She notes that the performance can be enhanced by

training, and that it’s not known if the upper limit is higher for men than women. Hence,

nothing has been said about whether women eventually will catch up. And she claims

that the gender difference only concerns visual stimuli. As mentioned above, Witkin

claims that the field-dependence-independence scale exist among groups of people

lacking a sense modality such as vision. However he does not say if this scale show a

significant gender difference among visually disabled. Hence, Westergren’s and Witkin’s

claims do not necessarily conflict. Halpern (1992) also discusses gender differences in

cognitive style. She criticises Witkin referring to Sherman (1967) as well as Hyde,

Geiringer and Yen (1975). The argument is that there is a strong spatial component in

both the Rod and Frame Test and in the Embedded Figures Test used for determining

cognitive style. There are significant gender differences in spatial ability, and these

differences are the ground for the claims about gender differences in cognitive style,

according to this argument. Fowler & Murray (1987) on the other hand embrace the

cognitive style approach to gender differences since it is a theory that emphasises

qualitative differences between gender rather than quantitative differences. Hence they

mean that this is an ‘equal but different’ approach.
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As noted above gender related differences regarding spatial abilities have been

found. Males score higher in mental rotation and spatial perception tasks ( Westergren,

1996; Halpern, 1992). No differences have been noted regarding spatial visualisation.

Kolb (1976) claims that women tend to be more concrete and men more abstract,

while no consistent differences have been noted on the active reflective dimension. He

notes however that it is not clear to which extent these findings are due to sex or choice

of education and career.

2.1.5 Age

According to Witkin et al. there is an age-related change in an individuals field

dependency. There is a gradual increase in field independence until young adulthood and

a decrease after approximately the age of thirty. In-between there is a plateau with

relative high field independence.

As regarding gender and learning style, Kolb (1976), is very cautious in his

statements of the relationship between age and learning style because of limited research

material. The material however show a slight tendency to increasing abstractness through

ageing. From the age of 16 to 35 there seems to be an increasingly active orientation. In

later years individuals seem to become more and more reflective.

2.2 Design Aspects

As described in the previous chapter there are a number of different aspects of cognitive

differences to be considered designing a computer. Many design aspects can be adapted

to accommodate these differences and the following will be considered:

• An interface can be menu driven / command driven or direct manipulated.

• Information can be graphically / spatially presented.

• An interface can be more or less determined, i.e. more or less flexible.

• An interface can be more or less accommodating in regard to user exploration.

• Help facilities can be designed to guide the user throw a task or simply as memory

aid.

• Different kinds of Conceptual models can be provided to help the user form a mental

model of the system.
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• An interaction can be person- or task-oriented.

Many more aspects could of course be considered. Höök (1996) suggestions are worth

mentioning. She suggests among other aspects: Searching and filtering information,

content, style and level of explanation and instruction- and teaching-style.

2.3 Cognitive Differences and Design Aspects

After a short summary of the cognitive differences and different design aspects, discussed

above, the essential issue of this background study will be discussed; how can different

design aspects accommodate cognitive differences?

In the previous chapters we have studied Witkin’s, Kolb’s and Egan’s theories

about cognitive style, learning style and technical aptitudes respectively in order to better

understand which cognitive differences that effect human-computer interaction.

According to the cognitive style theory individuals are more or less field-dependent. The

field-independent individual has good analytical and restructuring skills, while the field-

dependent individual has a more holistic approach, and accepts the inherent organisation

of material.

Kolb holds that an individual can be characterised as having one out of four

different learning styles: the Accommodators, the Divergers, the Convergers or the

Assimilators. The Accommodator is an active experimenter who favour concrete

experience and a Diverger also favours concrete experience but is a reflective observer.

Convergers and Assimilators are both abstract conceptualisers. Convergers favour active

experimentation while Assimilators are reflective observers.

Finally Egan holds that the cluster of technical aptitudes is responsible for most of

the cognitive differences in computer interaction. Technical aptitudes consists of: Spatial

Ability, Reasoning Ability and other relating characteristics such as mathematical and

science achievement.

Most researchers seem to agree that there is a sex related difference in cognitive

style. The average woman is significantly more field-dependent than the average man.

Many design aspects can be adapted, for example: dialogue style, presentation of

information, determination, system guiding versus user guiding, and help facilities.

***
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Some users may be best facilitated by an interface that is menu driven. For example

Höök (1996) claims that users with low spatial ability perform better with a menu driven

interface than with a command driven. Other users are helped by an interface that allows

direct manipulation. ”Male users are likely to prefer more direct manipulation”  (Fowler

& Murray, 1987:711).

Direct manipulation is in general associated with graphically or spatially presented

information. Borgman suggests, based on her findings (1989), that we might find that

graphical or spatially oriented interfaces suit people with high spatial abilities. Further she

refers to Egan & Gomez, who have found that spatial assistance in a word processor

helps users with high spatial abilities but might hinder users with low spatial skills.

Further Fowler & Murray state that men should prefer ”a dialogue content which is

essentially more pictorial (eg. Icons)”.(1987:711). They base this statement on the fact

that men in general are more field-independent.

Interfaces vary in their degree of determination, i.e. more or less flexible. Coventry

claims that the ”relationship between computer and its user should be well-determined,

i.e. balanced”(1989:350). However he claims that over-determination might help field-

dependent users and that under-determination might help a field-independent user by

supplying flexibility. Fowler & Murray reason along the same line claiming that ”field-

dependent subjects perform computer presented tasks faster when provided with an

inflexible dialogue structure, and a system-guided form of dialogue which uses a ‘formal’

language content”(1987:710). Further they state that women’s ”relative field-dependence

would suggest a greater preference for an inflexible dialogue structure”. (1987:711)

while men should prefer ”a more flexible dialogue structure to accommodate their field-

independence” (Fowler & Murray, 1987:711).

An interface can be more or less accommodating in regard to user exploration. The

way that users explore the system seems to be related to their cognitive style. Since field-

dependent individuals have a more passive trial & error approach they may benefit from

system guiding, while the field-independent individuals, having an active hypotheses

testing approach, might be facilitated by user guiding (Fowler & Murray, 1987;

Coventry, 1989). Coventry also suggests that the field-dependent user needs to be

encouraged to explore the system. On the other hand the field-independent user, who

tends to explore the system without encouragement, may need protective help to stop
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him/her from doing irreparable mistakes or options to find out on beforehand what

would happen if a particular command is issued. Reversible functions, i.e. undo-

functions, combined with warnings for possible exceptions where no reversibility is

possible would probably be very useful ( Löwgren, 1993).

Help functions can be designed to provide the system guidance, discussed above,

that the field-dependent user need. For the field-independent user on the other hand, as

Fowler & Murray (1987) also suggest, on-line help facilities could take on less of an

assistant role, and be more subordinate, providing aid for the memory.

The user could be helped forming a mental model of the system by being provided

with a good conceptual model. The model can be provided through the users interaction

with the system including computer, manuals, help facilities and training. Different users

are best helped by different kinds of conceptual models. In a study of 80 novice

computer users Sein & Robey (1991) based the learning on two different conceptual

models. The system trained was an electronic mail filing system. The conceptual models

used were one Analogical model, which was based on an other computer system familiar

to the users, and one Abstract model. An abstract model is some kind of schematic

description, for example a flowchart. It was found that Accommodators and Divergers,

who prefer concrete experience, were best facilitated by an Analogical model. It was also

found that Convergers and Assimilators, who prefer abstract conceptualisation, were

best facilitated by an Abstract model. In another study by Sein & Boström (1989) the

formation of mental models was explored. In this study not only learning mode was

considered but also visual ability. The authors concluded that ”Low visuals should not be

provided with abstract models that hamper their performance. Instead, they should be

provided with analogical models. High-visual subjects, on the other hand, should be

trained with abstract models. Similarly, abstract learners should be provided with abstract

models, whereas concrete learners should be provided with analogical

models”(1989:222). Their recommendations for the combinations of these two factors

are to use analogical models for all combinations except the one combining high visual

ability with an abstract learning mode. In the latter case an abstract conceptual model

should be used. With other words Sein & Boström seem to indicate that a high visual

individual is less hampered by an analogical model then a low visual is by an abstract

model. Regarding cognitive style and mental models Fowler & Murray propose that
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field-independent users, who probably would like to form a mental model prior to direct

experience, could be helped by good documentation, e.g. task oriented manuals, or by an

appropriate computer metaphor.

The field-dependent person’s tendency to develop a wide range of interpersonal

skills and thereby probably a person-oriented rather than task oriented behaviour, see

chapter 2.1.1, might suggest that a more natural kind of dialogue should be beneficial.

Fowler & Murray (1987) also suggest that females, who are on the average more field-

dependent, might prefer a question and answer kind of dialogue. On the other hand they

propose that field-independent users  are more helped by a task-oriented dialogue. They

also point out that a human to human conversation usually carry a lot of social content.

They refer to Nickerson who states that a good conversation between computer and user

should allow mixed dialogue initiative. Further Fowler & Murray claim that the business

style conversation found on most computers might not be well suited for more person

oriented individuals. They suggest that these problems with dialogues that are not

adapted to the individuals are likely to produce most problems in the learning period or

in stressful situations.

There seems to be a discrepancy between field-dependent individuals need for an

inflexible well determined interface on the one hand, and their interpersonal skills and

probable preference for a natural dialogue on the other. Natural dialogues between

people is much more flexible than any modern human-computer-interaction, and provide

different kinds of information and different levels of communication. An alternative

explanation could be that most users are supported by a flexible interaction with the

system, but that current technology and knowledge only can provide field-independent

users with such an interaction. Field-dependent users might simply be better of with a

limited over-determined system than with a flexible system that doesn’t match their style

of interaction.

2.4 User Interfaces and Visual Impairment

Traditionally most human computer interaction has been based on visual presentation of

information (A.D.N. Edwards, 1995). However, the development of synthetic speech

and ‘soft’ braille displays have given blind users access to computers. This has given

opportunity for many visually impaired individuals to work in new areas previously not

open for this group of people. The complexity of the visual information has, however,
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become a problem with the introduction of graphical user interfaces (GUIs), such as the

Macintosh operating system and MS-Windows. Graphical icons and the window and

desktop metaphors, used in these interfaces, can not easily be presented with synthetic

speech and braille displays. Even though there exists adaptations of such GUIs for blind

users, they are not widely spread. The inherent visual presentation has created problems

for this group of users. There are according to A.D.N. Edwards (1995) two fundamental

problems with adapting GUIs: presentation of the visual information and navigation of

the cursor.

However, a number of problems are related to command based platforms, such as

MS-DOS, as well. Hardly no development is aimed towards such operating systems.

Further the blind users are working and functioning in environments where GUIs are

considered more or less the standard way of interaction with the computer.

Efforts are made, as Mynatt & W.K. Edwards describe (A.D.N. Edwards, 1995),

to provide a flexible way to interact with computers for visually impaired individuals.

Mynatt & W.K. Edwards explain that ”GUIs are not powerful because they use

windows, mice, and icons per se. Rather it is the underlying benefits of access to multiple

information sources, direct manipulation, access to multitasking, and intuitive metaphors

which provide the power. The GUI itself is just a single manifestation (perhaps one of

many possible manifestations)” (A.D.N. Edwards, 1995:204). Hence the challenge is to

find such a manifestation that provide the same benefits but is not dependent on visual

presentation. According to Mynatt & W.K. Edwards ”Audio Rooms”, being developed

at Georgia Institute of Technology, could be such a manifestation providing the same

functionality to blind users as GUIs provide for able bodied users. The interface is based

on the fact that visually impaired individuals by necessity have a well developed sense of

space and good spatial memory to be able to navigate in their surroundings. Hence

rooms, with acoustic properties, would be a good metaphor for visually impaired

individuals.
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3 Choice of Method

As revealed in the background, above, there are a number of different aspects of

cognitive differences and functional disabilities whose effects on design could be

considered. Some of these will be further investigated in a Case Study. The Case Study

will focus on the cognitive style variable field-dependency / field-independency. This is a

variable that many researchers expect to have a major impact on computer interaction

(Witkin, 1971; Murray & Fowler, 1987; Coventry, 1988; etc.). Many of the relations

between cognitive style and design aspects should be considered speculations since

relatively few empirical studies have been accomplished. It should also be noted that the

field-dependency / field-independency variable to some extent has been criticised, see

background. The proposal that it may be spatial ability that is the source for the gender

differences in the EFT-test rather than field-dependence is for our purposes the most

interesting criticism.

In this chapter the relationship between cognitive style, gender and visual

impairment, which is central in the Case Study, will be elaborated. While the focus

remains on cognitive style, some other sources of cognitive differences will be

considered as well. Some possible standard tests to measure different cognitive

differences will be listed and some alternative tests to use in the case of visual impairment

will be discussed. Further hypotheses based on researchers observations of able bodied

will be presented in the context of visual impairment. Different possible methods to

evaluate the hypotheses will be presented with a critical evaluation of their relevance and

practical consequences. This evaluation will be the base for deciding which hypotheses

and methods to keep in consideration in the case study. A further selection of questions

to deal with will be based on a pilot study within the case study, see separate chapter.

Finally a typical computer system for blind users will be presented and limitations of the

study will be discussed.

3.1 Purpose and Background

The purpose of the Case Study is to find out whether knowledge of cognitive differences

and design concerning able bodied can be transferred into the area of disabled, and
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thereby in the extension improve the individual adaptation of computer systems for

disabled.

Cognitive style, as presented in background, seems to determine a lot of the

interaction between human and computer. This is also a highly interesting and debated

area in regard to gender related issues since it has been shown that women are on the

average more field-dependent than men, see background.

According to Witkin (1971) the field-dependence-independence variation in

perceptual style also exists within groups lacking vision. However, Witkin et. al. (1968)

also found that congenitally blind children are on the average more field-dependent than

able bodied children. It would therefore be interesting to find out if there is a significant

gender related difference among blind individuals. It would also be interesting to find out

if this individual difference, gender related or not, is a good foundation for adaptation of

interfaces, or for that matter in adaptation of training and documentation etc. The only

results regarding gender difference among blind individuals, in this case congenitally

blind children, that Witkin et. al. (1968) presents show the opposite pattern than among

able-bodied, but only one ( the tactile match sticks ) out of  five different tests show any

significant difference at all, and the groups are very small, consisting of only 12 to 13

subject for each gender and test. It should also be noted that even if it is found that

gender related differences among congenitally blind individuals are to small to be a good

foundation for individual adaptation many of the blind computer users are born without

the visual disability. These users might have developed distinct cognitive styles that are

as relevant for individual adaptations as gender related differences among able-bodied

users.

Other aspects than field-dependency will be considered, also aspects that can not

be anticipated or mapped to specific design aspects on beforehand. By examining the

system used today we will be able to elicit problems as well as well functioning aspects.

We might be able to present possible hypotheses for further investigation, as to the

relations between these design aspects and cognitive differences.

3.2 Testing Cognitive Differences

Measurements of cognitive differences for individuals lacking a sense modality can be

problematic. Many tests are based on visual presentation. First some standard tests will
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be listed and then some alternatives in regard to lacking vision will be listed and

discussed.

Cognitive Differences Tests References

Cognitive Style:

field-dependency. / field-

independency

Embedded Figures Test

(EFT)

Rod and Frame Test

(RFT)

Witkin et al.(1971)

Learning style:

abstract / concrete, active /

reflective

Kolb’s Learning Style

Inventory (KLSI)

Kolb(1976)

Ttechnical Aptitudes:

spatial & reasoning

abilities, background

Testing Service (ETS)

battery of cognitive

factor-referenced tests

Egan(88)

Ekstrom (1976)

Table: 1 Tests of Cognitive Differences

Cognitive Differences Tests References Correlation to EFT

Cognitive Style:

field: dep. / indep.

Tactile Embedded-

Figures test  (TEFT)

Auditory Embedded-

Figures test (AEFT)

Tactile Block Design

Test (TBDT)

Tactile  Matchsticks

Test (TMT)

Witkin et al.(1968)

Witkin et al.(1968)

Witkin et al.(1968)

Witkin et al.(1968)

0.68, 0,78 Thurstone /

Gotschaldts figures

0.63 Thurstone /

Gotschaldts figures

Table: 2 Alternative tests of Cognitive Differences

The alternative tests for cognitive style have shown correlation’s to the visual

version of EFT, see Witkin et.al. (1968). The Tactile Embedded-Figures Test has shown
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a correlation of 0.68 among elderly subjects and 0.78 for a group of young subjects to

the visual EFT. A correlation of 0.63 has been found for the Auditory Embedded-Figures

Test. In both cases Thurstone’s version of Gottschaldt figures were used for the visual

EFT test used for comparison. Witkin also claims that numerous studies have shown a

high correlation between the visual version of the Tactile Block Design Test and the

visual EFT. Finally performance on the visual version of the Matchsticks test correlate to

performance in the visual Embedded Figures Test, while nothing is said about the Tactile

version of this Matchstick test.

In a study involving 25 congenitally blind children Witkin found that these

alternative tests showed high and significant intercorrelation with the exception of the

Auditory Embedded Figures Test, which showed small and none significant correlations

to the other alternative tests (Witkin et. al., 1968). All the tests except for the AEFT

involves tactile discrimination and Witkins first assumption was that these tests measured

this ability more than the ability to overcome an embedded context. Witkin et al. did find

that the different tactile tests correlated to a tactile discrimination test not involving any

restructuring. However the correlation was smaller than the correlation between the

alternative tests. Further the relationships between the four alternative tests were not

effected when tactile discrimination abilities were partialed out. The intercorrelation was

still high and significant among the tactile tests, while the correlation between these tests

and the Auditory Embedded Figures Test were small and none-significant. Finally Witkin

et. al. found correlation between the Auditory Embedded-Figures test and a test

measuring Attention-Concentration Factor IQ. The blind children were, according to

Witkin, strikingly superior in auditory attention and the Auditory Embedded Figures Test

seems to measure this ability, correlation 0.65, rather than articulation among

congenitally blind children. Among able-bodied children, however, the test seemed to

measure articulation as expected. ( Witkin uses the terms articulated and global rather

than field-independent and field-dependent when the concepts are used in a brother sense

than just visual disembedding and restructuring.)

Hence, for the purpose of measuring cognitive style among blind subjects the

Auditory Embedded Figures Test can be excluded since it seems to measure auditory

attention rather then field-dependency among blind subjects. Instead the Tactile
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Embedded Figures Test with it’s high correlation to the visual Embedded Figures Test

can be recommended.

For purposes of determining the factors of cognitive differences psychological tests

can be used, and will be considered. However, for the purpose of applying the

knowledge of cognitive differences to adaptation of computer systems a more pragmatic

point of view may be considered. Extensive psychological tests may be time consuming

and considered an intrusion of the users integrity, but information of users experience,

academic background, gender etc. is easily collected and may indicate the most probable

cognitive style etc. or may directly show correlation to different design aspects.

It should be noted that Egan refers to the Embedded Figures Test as ”a test related

to reasoning and spatial abilities”(1985:555). Egan’s cluster of technical aptitudes

consists of these abilities and other relating characteristics such as mathematical and

science achievements (Egan, 1988). Hence cognitive differences regarding technical

aptitudes, specifically reasoning and spatial abilities, might have direct correlation to

Cognitive Style related issues and hypothesis.

3.3 Hypotheses

A number of different issues will be considered for further investigation. Most issues are

relevant for several different disabilities, but should here be considered as possible issues

for the Case Study of blind users. The issues are based on literature studies and discussed

in background above. Some of the hypotheses are supported empirically for able-bodied

users. Others are mere speculations by researchers in the HCI area. The novelty of most

of the hypotheses below is merely the assumption that the proposed individual difference

regarding able-bodied individuals can be transferred to visually impaired individuals. This

assumption is not explicitly stated below:

A. Users with low spatial ability perform better with a menu driven interface compared to

a command driven (Based on Höök, 1996).

 

B. Male users prefer direct manipulation (Based on Fowler & Murray, 1987).
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C. Field-dependent individuals are helped by a natural kind of dialogue (because of their

tendency to develop a wide range of interpersonal skills and thereby probably a

person-oriented rather than task oriented behaviour) (Based on Fowler & Murray,

1987).

 

D. Females (who are on the average more field-dependent) prefer a question and answer

kind of dialogue (Based on Fowler & Murray, 1987).

 

E. Field-independent users  are more helped by a task-oriented dialogue (Based on

Fowler & Murray, 1987).

 

F. Spatial oriented interfaces suit people with high spatial abilities. (based on Borgman,

1989)

 

G. Men should prefer ”a dialogue content which is essentially more pictorial (eg. Icons)”

(Fowler & Murray, 1987:711).

 

H. Field-dependent individuals (or women) prefer an inflexible dialogue structure (Based

on Coventry, 1989; Fowler & Murray, 1987).

 

I. Field-independent users (or men) prefer an under-determined or flexible dialogue

structure (Based on Coventry, 1989 and Fowler & Murray, 1987).

 

J. Since field-dependent individuals has a more passive trial & error approach they

benefit from system guiding (Based on Fowler & Murray, 1987).
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K. The field-independent individuals (having an active hypotheses testing approach)

benefit by user guiding (Based on Fowler & Murray, 1987 and Coventry, 1989).

 

L. Field-independent users are helped by on-line help facilities that take on less of an

assistant role, and is more subordinate, providing aid for the memory (Based on

Fowler & Murray, 1987).

 

M. The field-dependent user needs to be encouraged to explore the system (Based on

Coventry, 1989).

 

N. Field-independent users, who tend to explore the system without encouragement,

need protective help, to avoid doing irreparable mistakes, or options to find out on

beforehand what happens if a particular command is issued (Based on Coventry,

1989).

 

O. Help functions can be designed to provide the system guidance that the field-

dependent user need.

 

P. Concrete learners, i.e. Accomodators and Divergers, are best facilitated by Analogical

models (Based on Sein & Robey, 1991 and Sein & Boström, 1989).

 

Q. Abstract learners, i.e. Convergers and Assimilators, are best facilitated by Abstract

models (Based on Sein & Robey, 1991 and Sein & Boström, 1989).

 

R. ”Low visuals should not be provided with abstract models that hamper their

performance. Instead, they should be provided with analogical models” (Sein &

Boström , 1989:222).
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S. Individuals with high visual abilities should be trained with abstract conceptual models

(Based on Sein & Boström, 1989).

 

T. Field-independent users, who probably would like to form a mental model prior to

direct experience, are facilitated by good documentation, e.g. task oriented manuals,

or by an appropriate computer metaphor. (Based on Fowler & Murray)

Other questions may not easily be transformed into hypotheses, and yet others are

best left open for observation that can be a base for suggestions for further investigation

in succeeding studies. Such questions that are essential to the study are questions

regarding how the users reason about, view, use, would like to use, and learn their

systems. Possible gender differences regarding these topics will be observed. These

questions are best handled with open questions and / or inferred from the over all

expressions and metaphors used answering these and more specific questions.

It should be noted that some of the hypotheses B, G, R and S are not directly

applicable to the Case Study of visually impaired. Hypothesis B regards direct

manipulation which is not a dialogue alternative available in the studied DOS

environment. Hypothesis G regarding pictorial dialogue content or icons is not directly

applicable to visually impaired individuals. Finally R and S regards visual ability. While

not being central to the study the hypotheses are included because of future possibilities

regarding direct manipulation, possible spatial and tactile future alternatives to visually

presented icons and finally hypotheses regarding visual ability may be related to spatial

ability.

3.4 System of Study

A natural choice would of course be to study the actual systems used by the participating

users. That would be an ecologically valid choice, since it is in the daily interaction

between users and their systems that benefits as well as problems show up. Results and

experience from such a study might have direct implications on the present use of

computers. On the other hand the actual environment used is complex, and simple
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relationships between design attributes and the users cognitive differences might be

confounded and hard to establish.

An alternative would be to use specially created environments to measure the

relevance for specific hypotheses. Such an environment could be constructed to isolate

specific attributes of the design. On the other hand such a constructed environment

would not have the ecological validity.

It seems as if most blind users still use the command based MS-DOS environment

due to the problems of GUIs, discussed in background. However some users have

updated to more modern interfaces and some are in the process of updating. To find a

large enough group of experienced users for a study regarding the daily use of computer

systems it may however be necessary to study users with a traditional MS-DOS based

system. It should however be noted that almost all development is aimed toward

operating systems with graphical user interfaces, see background. Therefore studies of

such systems are very important. Studies of adapted GUIs would probably produce more

relevant results for future interface adaptation. Furthermore studies of GUIs would

probably simplify evaluation for two major reasons: modern applications do provide

more alternative design aspects regarding the presented hypotheses and the applications

are more likely to be familiar and hence easier to evaluate.

3.5 Preference or Performance

Performance can be measured in specific test environments and is of course a good

measure of the environment. Possible items to measure are for instance number of errors

and time of completion for specific test tasks.

However the attitude toward an interface does determine if an interface will be

used where there is a choice and will effect the motivation to work with the interface in

question. It is therefore as important to evaluate the preferences to different design

aspects among the participating users as to measure performance. Preferences can be

investigated in an interview.

3.6 Interviews

Interviews can by direct and indirect questions give information regarding many different

aspects such as: dialogue style, presentation of information, determination, user
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exploration, user guidance and formation of conceptual models. Formulations and

metaphors used can give insight to how the users reason and think about their system.

 Interviews can of course regard a constructed environment as well as the

environment used by the subjects. In the same way the interview can regard daily use as

well as specific test tasks performed.

It is important that the opinions expressed by the user relate to the aspect

considered and not to some other aspect of the system. For example, someone might

express a reluctance to use MS-DOS. There could be many reasons for that, not

necessarily involving the man-computer interface. An other problem to consider is that

the user might express dissatisfaction over some aspect of the system not knowing the

real cause for the problem. For example a system might appear slow because of missing

feedback, despite objective comparison of delays showing the opposite.

3.7 Tests

Different tests could be made on existing and / or constructed environments. Tests can

be used to evaluate the relationships between cognitive differences and different design

aspects. Evaluation can regard simple performance measures or deeper cognitive or

concept formation processes. Video recordings of think-aloud sessions can provide

insight to such processes.

3.8 Relating Results

The different performance tests should be related to some aspects of the cognitive

differences and / or the background. Relating results to such a measure as for example

cognitive style gives direct connection to empirical studies of such variables.

Relating to for example gender makes the results easier to implement in system

design, since no tests of factors of cognitive differences would have to be performed

during the design process. The application would simply be adapted to gender,

background etc. of the users. However, another view of the implementation is that the

design should provide alternative ways of interaction to facilitate different styles of

interaction leaving the user with the decision according to his / her preferences. In the

latter case no tests of the users cognitive styles would have to be considered in the

implementation phase.
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3.9 Focus

The interviews will have a wide scope where hypotheses regarding Cognitive Style,

Learning Style and Technical Aptitudes are considered. There are however a number of

reasons to focus on cognitive style:

Many researcher do consider field dependency to be of great interest for interface

design. Many proved and expected predictions are directly related to modern computer

design aspects such as user or system guiding and direct manipulation etc. Field-

dependency is, according to most researchers, gender related and can hence indicate

ways to develop computer interfaces to accommodate the abilities of both sexes more

successfully than today’s computer interfaces. Finally the relationship, expressed by Egan

(1985), between the Embedded Figures Test and Spatial and Reasoning Aptitudes does

allow a focus on Cognitive Style without disregarding issues related to Egan’s cluster of

Technical Abilities.

3.10 A Computer interface for blind users

A computer system for blind users was examined in Malmö 96-03-14. The system is used

by Ulla-Britt Rönnhage. Except for using it as her major work tool, she also instructs

new users on this system. The system hardware includes: an IBM compatible computer,

standard keyboard, standard screen, standard printer, CD-ROM player, braille printer,

braille screen, scanner and synthetic speech. The system is based on the MS-DOS

platform and includes the following software: Cicero and WorldPerfect for word

processing, OsCaR (adapted) software for scanning documents, Textview (adapted) for

viewing manuals etc. and CD-ROM productions Stora Focus, Svenska Akademins

Ordbok. The software OsCaR and Textview were especially produced for blind users,

but according to U-B Ullhage all the software have to be adapted to some extent. The

image on the screen can be magnified to be used for users with some remaining vision.

The braille screen consists of an 80-character display. Each character consists of eight

dots (4*2) , the lower pair of dots are used for identifying special symbols and are not

part of the braille alphabet. In addition to the character display there is a control display.

The control display provides status information of the position of the cursor in the

document being accessed etc. The synthetic speech has variable speed. An experienced

user can hear synthetic speech at a much higher rate than what is normal for human
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conversation. According to U-B Ullhage the biggest problem for novice users is not the

computer system, but to learn to use the braille alphabet. Users, not acquainted to the

braille alphabet, can however learn to control the system entirely by means of the

synthetic speech. U-B Ullhage, who is an experienced users of the braille alphabet as well

as of the synthetic speech, does feel that the monotonous speech can be a bit tiring after

a couple of hours use.

3.11 Limitations

Even though the width of both the case study and to an even greater degree in the pilot

study, makes it necessary to address the hypotheses, or most of them, via interview

questions it should be noted that the nature of the hypotheses makes it difficult to create

good questions. The questions are made with the hypotheses in mind but the evaluation

will have to be very open. A question asked might not give answer to the hypotheses in

mind but might answer an other.

There might be a problem of isolating the variables studied by finding homogenous

groups of users in respect to other variables then the studied. The studies do have a

focus on gender and cognitive style, hence the users should be as homogenous as

possible in regard to such aspects as if the impairment is innate or not, the participators

computer experience, their academic background etc. This is of course hard to establish

within a reasonable sized geographical area. These are hardly unique problems for a

study within this domain. This is however an important area of research and by the

circumstances forced compromises, are a much smaller price to pay then the alternative

of neglecting this area of research. Any compromises should of course be carefully

evaluated and discussed.

Another problem regards the possibilities for the team to acquire enough

knowledge of the braille and synthetic speech adaptations used within the time and

resource limits. Ideally, knowledge to handle the most common applications by means of

a braille display (or more realistic a visual display presenting as much simultaneous

information as a braille display) and synthetic speech would be of much help carrying out

and evaluating the studies. The fact that many of the applications for the MS-DOS

environment are hardly used by able-bodied users any more adds to the problem of

acquiring enough knowledge of the system studied.
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4 Pilot Study I

The Pilot Study is meant to give material and ideas for further investigation. However

the main purpose is to fine tune interview questions, revolving the hypotheses, for the

succeeding Case Study interview.

4.1 Method

This part of the study is a traditional interview with semi-open questions. The interviews

are rather long, approximately one hour, and the questions cover many of the hypotheses

and questions discussed.

4.1.1 Demands on system and participating users

The following aspects should, if possible, be met:

• Equal number of men and women. - A lot of the aspects considered are gender

related.

• Homogenous group in respect to if the impairment is innate or not. - Spatial abilities

are in able bodied people largely developed throw visual stimulation.

• Homogenous group in respect to any remaining vision. - The interaction between

computer and user is usually handled very differently for individuals with partly

remaining vision and completely blind individuals.

• Homogenous group in respect to whether the users use braille display or synthetic

speech or a combination. - The way to read the computer does of course effect the

interaction with the system.

• Homogenous group in respect to the amount of experience on the system. - As in any

study, this is of course a major factor determining performance.

• Homogenous group in respect to the software used. - To make the results

comparable.

Suggested software in system used by participants:

• MS-DOS based system

• Word processing: WordPerfect (or Cicero)
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• Scanning and OCR software

• CD - ROM productions, e.g. FOCUS

4.1.2 Interview questions

The interview questions are mostly open. Where considered relevant the subjects are

further questioned or encouraged to elaborate on specific aspects of their answers.

Where possible, questions with direct or indirect connections to presented hypotheses

are used, see appendix A. However the interview is divided into four parts:

• Background and experience

• The users description, main purposes, good and bad aspects of the system etc.

• Questions regarding organisation of files etc., metaphors, and questions regarding

experience of IT and finally preferences regarding dialogue alternatives.

• Questions regarding training, troubleshooting. etc.

The interviews are carried out in person and recorded on tape.

4.1.3 Transcription and evaluation

The interviews are transcribed word by word to detect formulations and metaphors.

Laughs are noted, but intonations and body language are disregarded unless considered

important for the specific expression. Some parts of the interaction between the

interviewer and the subject are left out such as encouraging short expressions or sounds

that do not interrupt the interviewed.

The interview transcripts are evaluated rather openly. As far as possible the

emphasis is on subjects revolving the hypotheses.

4.2 Results

This section starts with an evaluation of the subjects background and experience. Based

on this evaluation different aspects of the interface design and the human-computer

interaction is discussed. The discussion is divided into the areas dialogue style,

representation, determination vs. flexibility, help-facilities, conceptual models, person-

vs. task-orientation, learning and general issues. While this division into different design
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aspects is helpful, it should be noted that some of the human-computer interaction issues

discussed, involves more than one design aspect.

4.2.1 User background

Two men, M1 and M2, and two women, W1 and W2 are interviewed. The visual

impairment is not innate for either of the participants. M2 is in his mid-twenties, while

W1 and W2 are around thirty and M1 is a little bit older.

M1 started a practical technical gymnasium program (Swedish: verkstadsteknisk

gymnasie utbildning). After losing his sight he transferred into a three year economical

program. He has also completed a 20p (i.e. 20 weeks of full time college or university

studies) organisation theory course and a 40p classical massage program. M1 works with

preventive health care, practically giving massage, as well as in administration as a co-

ordinator. M1 has also worked as administrator in a sales and service company dealing

with farming machinery. Except for regular work M1 is also member of the committee in

an association. Leisure time includes social activities, dancing and outdoor life.

Studies at gymnasium level for M2 includes a technical three year program within

electronics and telecommunication aimed at computer maintenance (Swedish: treårigt el-

tele tekniskt program med inriktning på datorservice). The education was complemented

with a fourth year including studies in computer communication, programming and

computer networks. Additional studies after gymnasium have made M2 a certified novel

netware administrator. M2 works professionally with network administration. He is

responsible for the local network at the company, where he is employed, as well as for

some of their clients networks. M2 also takes part in the education that the company

supplies in standard office applications as well as local and global networks. M2 has had

some additional short term or trainee employment’s. Free time is spent listening or

playing music, cooking or just spending time with friends. He also enjoys to go

travelling. Computers are also to some extent part of his leisure time.

W1 started her gymnasium studies at a three year program in economics, but she

transferred to a health care program. She has a degree in college that qualifies here to be

superintendent for care of individuals with cognitive impairments. After losing here sight

she complemented here gymnasium studies with additional mathematics (Swedish:

matematik komvux step 2). Then she studied for one year in a program for social studies
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(Swedish: socionomutbildning), and she plans to continue these studies in the future.

Finally she has a degree from a one year college program in massage. W1 works with

preventive health care, giving massage, just like M1 above. Before she lost sight she

worked as superintendent within municipal care for individuals with cognitive

impairments. Being a parent she doesn’t have much spare time, but does take interest in

exercise and workout activities.

W2 has a gymnasium level exam in the humanities. She complemented with some

studies after the exam to improve her grades that had suffered from here changed

condition regarding her vision. As M1 and W1 she has studied massage at college level,

and works with preventive health care giving massage. And as for W1 being a parent

takes up most of here spare time.

In short both M1 and M2 have a technical interest and background, but M1 has

changed his career towards more business or organisation oriented tasks because of the

impairment. W1 has a background in health care and social studies and finally W2 has a

gymnasium level degree in the humanities.

4.2.2 System experience

All the participants are familiar with and use MS-DOS based systems. All four

participants are dependent on braille displays and synthetic speech in their interaction

with their computer systems.

1988 M1 received his first computer, an MS-DOS based desktop. The computer

used since 93 or 94, also MS_DOS based, is a notebook. In addition M1 also has some

experience of a minicomputer. The minicomputer was however accessed via his personal

computer. The first system was equipped with a regular matrix printer and a braille

printer while the system used to day only includes a ink jet printer. The notebook used to

day is equipped with a 40 character braille display. M1 has experience from Royal Profile

and earlier versions of Royal Base database programs. He uses Cicero for word

processing. On Textview M1 has a medical lexicon and all books in anatomy and

physiology used during education. Textview was used mainly in school.

M2 has used different computer systems since early on in elementary school. At

work he has had a stationary personal computer since 1995. He also has a portable

system to be able to work at different locations and networks. A scanner and an 80
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character braille display is connected to the stationary equipment. Modem, for Internet

access etc., and local laser printers are accessible via the local network. He also has a

computer and a braille printer at home. M2 has some additional trainee experience with

mini computers. He works in a novel netware and MS-DOS / windows 3.11

environment, although he is about to upgrade to windows 95. M2 is a professional user

of a number of technical applications for network administration. He also uses a number

of office applications: MS-word, MS-excel, MS-access, Lotus ami-pro, Lotus123 and

Lotus approach. M2 is the only participant that has experience from using the Internet

services electronic mail and world wide web. A number of different programs are used

including MS-Internet explorer, netscape navigator, pine ( a UNIX email-application)

etc. The group-program Lotus notes is just being tested and configured by M2 to be

used by the company for internal and external mail etc.

W1 has worked with her MS-DOS based system since 1990. About three years

ago she complemented here system with a braille display and a scanner because here

visual impairment had developed into blindness. The system is a stationary computer

with a 40 character braille display, synthetic speech, scanner and CD-ROM player. At

work she has a portable computer and a laser printer. WordPerfect is used for word

processing and the built-in calendar is used as well. Recognita scantal is used for

scanning. W1 also has the two CD-ROM productions Nordisk Familjebok and Stora

Focus.

W2 has a MS-DOS based system, judged by the software she uses, since 1991. She

claims that she doesn’t have a lot of experience using her computer because of the

limited education she has received. She has a CD-ROM player but has not been

instructed how to use it. However, she uses Cicero and TO-DO a program for booking

customers

M1, M2 and W1 can be considered experienced users and they use their systems

for work tasks as well as for private matters. M2 has the broadest computer knowledge

working professionally with netware administration and computer education. He should

hence be considered a professional rather than merely an experienced user. Finally W2,

because of the combination of the poor computer training that she has been offered and a

none technically oriented background, has not got the chance to develop her computer

skills more than what’s necessary to handle her work and to be able to take notes.
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4.2.3 Cognitive Differences, an evaluation

An evaluation of the cognitive differences of the participating users is, without any tests

regarding these variables, of course to some extent speculative. In a case study with a

greater number of participants, evaluation can be based on gender, background or some

source of cognitive differences, such as cognitive style. In this pilot study where many

aspects of cognitive differences is considered a thorough test is not possible. Still some

base for evaluation of cognitive differences is needed and the following evaluation should

be considered a tool for the evaluation of the interaction between users and their

computer systems rather than an exact evaluation of cognitive differences.

M1 is rather concrete in his answers and uses actual examples in his reasoning.

Based on his own words he seems to be a rather active learner. His learning style seems

to fit the description of an accommodator as described in Kolb’s theory of learning, see

background.

A somewhat more speculative estimation is that M2 is a converger. Just as M1 he

seems to prefer active exploration and much of his computer skills are products of such

exploration. He seems however to be more abstract in his answers and his reasoning

reveal an hypothetical-deductive approach. His choice of career also seems to be along

the lines of a converger.

Men are in general more field-independent, see background, and both M1 and M2

seem to fit the description of field-independence. Their technical background also

supports this estimation.

Judged from her job career and areas of studies, which are rather people oriented,

W1 seems to fit the description of a diverger rather well.

W2 is somewhat harder to estimate, but her gymnasium studies in liberal arts might

suggest the divergers learning style as well.

W2 fit the description of a field-dependent cognitive style rather well. W1 on the

other hand is harder to classify in this respect. She is rather people oriented, as is typical

for field-dependence, but some aspects of her interaction with computers seem to

resemble field-independence and sometimes by the circumstances forced field-

dependence. An estimate would be that she has a relatively neutral or slightly field-

dependent cognitive style.
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In respect to spatial ability any estimates would be to speculative to be of any value

for this study.

In short regarding the focused aspect of cognitive differences in this study, i.e.

cognitive style, the men seem to be rather field-independent, while W1 seems to be

slightly and W2 quite field-dependent.

4.2.4 Dialogue style

Our first two hypotheses, A and B, are telling us that individuals with low spatial ability

prefer menu driven interfaces and that males prefer direct manipulation. In an interview

study regarding a DOS-environment this is hard to establish. However there are some

things we can tell about dialogue style. It seems that M1, M2 and W1 can handle the

DOS commands with comfort. W2 however does not seem to have concepts of the

operating system in order to be able to discuss it.

M1 and M2 are both very concerned that their interaction should be very efficient

and this seems to determine much of their interaction with their systems. As an example

M1 does keep in mind where in the menus commands are positioned and uses options

that are on top of the menus, but he uses short-keys for options that are towards the end

of the menus and thereby require many key strokes. Both M1 and M2 use and write

macros.

W1 is also concerned with efficiency, and feels that she uses the menus to much.

She claims that she doesn’t use the computer much enough to start to use  the short-keys

efficiently. She does however use many short-commands for scanning and reading

commands and additionally she uses pre-written headers in Word Perfect and she uses

short-keys to spell out, at her work, frequently used Latin words for muscles. W2 uses

some function keys, but this was not followed up properly during the interview.

M1 stresses the importance that the speech and braille display follow the cursor

properly, and he claims that it actually works very good in Cicero and Royal Profile. He

also points out that the fact that error messages are brought to the cursor facilitates the

use of these two application.
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M1 is about to upgrade to MS-Windows and has been introduced to the system.

He did not like the fact that error messages were presented once and then not reachable

again. M2 points out that the use of macros makes individual adaptation possible.

In short, menus seem to simplify the interaction and seem to be accepted by

everybody provided there are fast alternatives, such as short-keys, for often used

commands. Especially M1 and M2 and to some extent W1 express the need to be

efficient in a way that such alternatives allow. Macros and headers can also allow the

user to be efficient. The possibility to create your own file structure together with the use

and creation of macros provide means for individual adaptation.

4.2.5 Representation of information

In the area of representation of information, there are similar difficulties as in the area of

dialogue, evaluated above, to connect our hypotheses F of spatial abilities and interfaces

and G of pictorial interfaces to the used DOS-environment. However the interview did

bring up some points of interest regarding representation of information.

Both M1 and W1 stress that the combination of synthetic speech and braille display

complement each other in an efficient way. M1 uses the speech to navigate and find

information. The speech gives him a pictorial memory (he uses the Swedish word

‘bildminne’) of the information, and once he finds the piece of information at interest he

reads it using the braille display. According to M1 not all applications support the use of

both speech and braille, Textview does while the CD-ROM applications do not.

M2, who does have access to the Internet, means that the world wide web, www,

gives him access to a lot of information previously not available to him. He claims that

since most information on the w.w.w. is in text form it is accessible for blind users.

During school much of the information about the technical subjects covered could be

found on web-sites. Similarly, being interested in music, he can find much information

about music artists on the w.w.w.; information that, as he puts it, able bodied can find in

an encyclopedia at any public library. M1 feels that he is left out  of much information.

He means that the information technology is not adapted to disabled individuals. The

question is if it’s a matter of actually getting access or a matter of adapting. M2 does

have access to much information, by the means of Internet, but he is not the average

user. The local buss time schedules are, according to M1, available on the Internet in his
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hometown. Another source of information that he also would like to have access to is the

postcodes. Now he has to rely on other people in his surroundings for such information.

Yet another area of problems, that probably stems from the fact that most blind users still

use MS-DOS based systems while often friends and colleges use newer GUI-

environments, regards sharing information. Both M1 and W1 do feel that it can be hard

to share files with other users because of necessary file transformations. In contrast M2,

who does use more modern applications, points out, when asked about what is best with

his system, that computers are a common way to work with electronic information

across the world.

During his encounters with MS-Windows M1, as already noted, found some

problems using it. Additional complains revolve the amount of information presented. In

a calendar application the whole month was presented in addition to the day that was

activated. He claims that this is not useful for him and results in problems for the braille

display and the synthetic speech. He would rather appreciate the active day to be

zoomed. It should be noted that this was during a presentation of the system and often

the appearance of window applications can be adjusted. An other aspect of the calendar

utility that could not be adapted to M1’s needs was the size of the time blocks. A seeing

user could set the time blocks short enough to pin point the start of each activity to be

noted. With a simple manoeuvre as many succeeding time blocks that the noted activity

would last could be marked. The marked blocks could however not be detected throw

the use of neither a braille-display nor synthetic speech.

M2 uses his computer to create music. His problem is that there is no good

available ways to represent the sound waves none-visually.

W1 would like to be able to read hand written text, but her scanner or scanner

software can not handle this. Another problem with her scanner, that she despite these

problems actually is quite pleased with, is that the scanner can only read the document if

the text is oriented in one specific direction. Sometimes she has to turn the paper three or

four times before she gets it correctly oriented.

While the hypotheses could not be elaborated other interesting information was

found. The combination of braille and synthetic speech does complement each other in an

efficient way. M1 expresses that he creates a ”picture-memory”. This regards internal

representation while the hypotheses F and G regards external representation. A possible
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translation of the hypotheses for the blind individuals might be that individuals with high

spatial abilities should be facilitated in creating spatial or ‘pictorial’ internal

representation. This might be especially interesting regarding individuals who, like M1,

are born without the visual impairment. An example could be documents with clear

boundaries between pages rather than continuos text scrolling by. When the end of a

page is reached the sound of turning a page could be submitted. M1’s complains

regarding the amount of information presented simultaneously is also quite interesting.

Witkin (1968) found that congenitally blind children had superior capacity in sustained

auditory attention compared to a control group. Different colours, fonts and other visual

cues do allow an able-bodied individual to neglect information not needed instantly. This

is probably hard to achieve to the same extent with none visual cues. A possible

hypothesis might be that blind subjects are facilitated by less simultaneous presentation of

information and that they can compensate this with their greater auditory attention.

Other issues that have been elaborated regard actually getting access to information. M1

expresses needs for information like bus schedules, postcodes etc. and M2 would like to

be able to represent sound waves none-visually. While W1 would like to be able to scan

hand-written text. M2 does use the world wide web to get access to much information,

while the rest of the subjects don’t have access to Internet.

4.2.6 Determination

To answer the question of what’s the worst aspect of his system M1 claims that the

system is not powerful enough, that he has to do too much manually and he answers that

simplicity and ease of use are the best aspects. This is the dilemma regarding

determination. To make the system simple enough for ease of use and flexible enough to

enable the tasks to be done in a way that satisfies the user.

Coventry (1989) holds flexibility to be one important aspect of dialogue

determination, flexibility here meaning the range of possible user responses. The

command based MS-DOS is in this respect less flexible than most command based

UNIX-versions. Typical examples with little flexibility would be M1’s Cicero and W1’s

scanning programs which are simple to use, but to some extent restrict what can be done.

W1 claims that she would not need as many functions that WordPerfect provides, but she

still believes there should be a fairly large amount of functionality. She is, as already

mentioned, quite happy with her scanning software despite the limitations it imposes on
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her interaction with the computer. Judging from M1’s and W1’s attitude towards

flexibility it seems that they would actually be most satisfied with an interface which

appears simple and yet can provide more flexibility when needed. As mentioned earlier

they do use macros and headers in documents etc. This is one way to extend the

flexibility of the system.

An other aspect of determination is according to Coventry (1989) intromission.

This aspect of determination regards to which extent the system is pacing the user. Both

M1 and M2 who frequently use short-keys to different functions do not seem to need as

much pacing by the system as W2. W1 seems to vary a great deal in her need for pacing.

Intromission and user pacing is of course a matter concerning system and user-guiding,

below.

In summary, determination has two aspects, flexibility and intromission. M1, M2

and to some extent W1 want to have a fair amount of flexibility in their systems to be and

feel efficient. According to hypothesis H field-dependent individuals are facilitated by an

inflexible dialogue. An inflexible dialogue structure can probably facilitate field-

dependent users, as hypothesis H implies. W2 is probably helped by an inflexible dialogue

structure, but a variable degree of user pacing can probably provide many field-

dependent users with quite flexible systems. W2 who actually has started to explore her

system in the last year and does express that there should be a fair amount of

functionality in the system might be facilitated by this combination. This would probably

make her less dependent on her husband and on telephone support, see next chapter.

4.2.7 Help facilities and system or user guiding

M2 got a MS-DOS based computer and a speech synthesis in elementary school. He did

not receive any education on the system but managed to get the manual from IBM on a

computer disk. At this time the only help facilities available for the DOS operating

system were paper manuals. He managed to learn the system without any other help than

this manual. This is according to our hypotheses and the theories of cognitive style quite

typical for a field-independent user.

The difficulties for developers of adaptation to keep up with the technical

development and the need for M2 to keep up with general software development

because of his job results in some difficulties for him. He does however through tricks
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and special arrangements handle this situation with comfort. It’s obvious that M2 does

not need as much system guiding as the average user, but seems to be quite happy with

user guiding in accordance with hypothesis K. But of course documentation aid as the

IBM-manual above does provide him with the kind of memory aid that hypothesis L

implies. M1 who also learned a lot of his skills throw exploring does mention the need

for structured notes (Swedish: lathundar) to aid the memory in tasks that are not

accomplished very often.

Hypothesis N tells us that field-independent individuals, because of their exploring

behaviour, need protective help. M1 describes a situation where he mistakenly erased a

complete hard disk instead of only the directory intended. Here some kind of protective

help could have been useful. Actually when asked how he would go about to learn a new

function he explains how he would use a separate test document. In this way he would

be protected from unpleasant surprises.

W1 explains how she during the last year (she has had the system for seven years)

has started to explore the system for new functions by herself. Earlier she was afraid to

get lost in the system. She also seems to be reassured by the fact that her husband can

help her if she gets into trouble. Hypothesis J claims that field-dependent users are

facilitated by system guiding rather than user guiding. Getting help from someone else

could perhaps be considered an alternative when system guiding is not provided.

As mentioned above the subjects were asked how they would go about if they

were told that their system had a function that could be useful for their working tasks.

M1 and M2 claimed that they would explore the function by them selves while W1 and

W2 would ask someone. W2 claims that she doesn’t dare to experiment by herself. W1

said that often when she calls for support she only gets encouraged to find the

information on her own in the help facilities or she might get a little bit more specific

information of where to look. According to hypothesis M, just giving some extra

encouragement to the user, might be the correct way to support a field-dependent user.

W1 also mentions how she needs a good reason to explore her system. W2 and perhaps

W1 would probably be helped by more system guiding according to hypothesis J.

In conclusion M1 and M2 do seem to actively explore in a way that is facilitated by

user guiding, protective help and some sort of memory aid. W1 and W2 seem to need

some source of guiding and encouragement. W1 has started to change her interaction
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with the computer towards a more explorative behaviour, while W2 does not dare to

explore unfamiliar parts of the system.

4.2.8 Conceptual models

Some questions involving descriptions of the system were aimed to provide metaphors

that might be useful for creating conceptual models. M1 uses the metaphors typewriter,

TV-set and music records to describe keyboard, monitor and hard disk respectively. He

also says that he used to ”think in paper” when he initially learned computer applications.

M2 uses pencil, paper and erasure in his descriptions. W1 uses typewriter, paper and

pencil and at one occasion she describes the system as her eyes. W2 describes the

computer as a means to write without paper and pencil.

Some question were aimed to find out if the subjects are satisfied with the

metaphor tool, often used in the computer domain. M1, who actually used the metaphor

before it was introduced in the question, uses it to describe the whole system and seems

quite satisfied with it. M2, who uses the metaphor as it often is used in the programming

industry as a name for certain groups of applications e.g. tools to create web pages etc.,

is also satisfied with it. W1 recognises the metaphor but does not seem to have a very

clear idea of what it means; at least not clear enough to be able to describe it. The word

tool is normally translated into the Swedish word ‘verktyg’ in the computer domain. This

word is usually used in mechanical and technical domains. W2 used another word,

‘redskap’, which also translates into the English word tool but probably has other

connotations since it normally is used in other domains such as for example gardening.

She used this word in the same sense as M1 used ‘verktyg’ i.e. to describe the whole

system. She is not familiar with the use of the word ‘verktyg’ in the computer context.

Both M1 and M2 express, when asked, a wish to know more about the system

than what is needed to accomplish their work. This seems to go along with their

exploring way to interact with the computer and should according to hypothesis T be

supported by good task oriented manuals and / or some metaphor. This would according

to the theory help them form a conceptual model and thereby probably support the

typical field-independent individuals hypothesis-testing approach. M1 looks for

similarities with familiar applications when he learns a new application. Hence he uses

familiar applications as metaphors for new ones.
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In sum all the subjects use metaphors as paper, pencil, typewriter etc. describing

computer systems. These metaphors do not seem to differ from what might be expected

from able-bodied users. It should however be noted that none of the subjects were

congenitally blind. M1 and M2 seem to be more comfortable with the metaphor tool than

the female subjects. W2 uses the Swedish word ‘redskap’ which also translates into the

English word tool but is not as commonly used in the computer domain as ‘verktyg’.

Field-independent users should, according to hypothesis T be helped to build conceptual

models by the means of manuals and metaphor. M1 seems to use already familiar

applications as metaphors for new ones.

4.2.9 Person- vs. Task-Orientation

Not much about the issues of Person versus task orientation, hypotheses C, D and E, can

be said on the basis of the interviews.

It should be noted however that M1 points out how he organises his file and

directory structure according to use. He describes an example of how he has to organise

certain information so that he can find it fast when someone calls and ask for it. The

hypothesis E regards task orientated dialogue and this example does indicate task

orientation. M2 is involved in some of the education provided by his company. He

stresses the importance that the customers immediately can see that the education

produce results for the organisation. He also stresses the importance that the application

used allow him to accomplish the text he wants to produce. These opinions might also

indicate task-orientation.

In short, some answers by the male subjects seem to indicate task-orientation,

which is in accordance with hypothesis E.

4.2.10 Learning

Some aspects of learning that were discussed in the interview do not fit into the areas

presented above, but are just as important for the study.

The first computer training that M1 received was an intense basic course in using

synthetic speech, braille-display, the database application Royal Base and the

minicomputer that was used. When M1 has received new equipment or applications he

has got short additional education. When learning new things he says that he puts
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everything else aside and puts all his effort into the task. The basic education has made it

easy for him to learn additional programs from the short specific training that he has

received. He says, as already noted, that he looks for similarities to applications that he is

familiar with when he is learning a new application. He expresses that once he learned

the basics of a program then he ‘grows’ step by step in his use of the computer by means

of testing and exploration. M1 prefers to be alone with the trainer while going through

the specific topic at hand. Then the trainer can leave him with some task and continue to

the next pupil. He also points out the importance of being provided with manuals, and he

believes that it can be a good idea to get a chance to read about the topic at hand before

the instructor comes along. When asked about the preferred distribution between

theoretical and practical education M1 claims that the emphasis should be on the

practical training. He believes that one should have the time to commit the mistakes

during training rather then at home alone. M1 describes one incident that might indicate

that extra effort to describe and show the hardware during training could be especially

helpful for blind individuals. M1 was not aware that his computer had two identical ports

for peripheral equipment. He sometimes, without realising it, connected the speech unit

to the wrong port which of course resulted in that the unit would not work. M1 suggests

that making your own manuals (Swedish: lathundar) might be part of the education. He

claims that his education has given him the basis to be able to make demands on new

equipment.

M2 estimates that he is self trained to 95 percent. This has worked find for him,

but he feels that sometimes he prefers traditional education since it saves time. When

asked about the distribution between theoretical and practical parts he claims that the

concept of ”learning by doing” is good. He claims that a distribution of about ”fifty fifty”

is good, but not sufficient. According to him the training material should come from the

actual tasks that the pupil will be using the computer for. He says that this also is the

philosophy used by the company he works for when they educate customers.

W1 got her basic education from two or three eight hours training sessions. She

has had additional telephone support. She has received a few hour additional education

for each new application. All the education have taken place at home. She has complains

about some of the trainers. She says that some of them are lacking pedagogical skills

which is an aspect of education she finds very important. Sometimes the training
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situation makes her feel stupid. She believes that keyboard training is important. She also

feels that there should be two to four follow-up occasions after the initial training. There

should be a focus on practical training, but the theoretical parts should not be left out.

W2 claims that the only basic education that she received was keyboard training by

a typewriter teacher. She does have a scanner and a CD-ROM unit that she never learned

how to use. She only got proper education for the TO-DO application that she uses at

work, and she does feel that she masters this application.

In sum it seems as male and female subjects have to some extent different needs

regarding education. Women, or field-dependent users, are more dependent on some

source of guidance and do need encouragement. This can advantageously be provided by

good education. W1 pointing out the importance of good pedagogical skills among the

teachers and her wish for more follow-up education and her use of telephone support

might indicate this. Also W2’s problems handling the computer because of the poor

education, she has been offered, in contrast to her comfort using TO-DO the only

application she has received proper education for, would suggest this. Finally, being

more person-oriented, direct contact with a teacher in a training situation is probably

more important for women than men. While education of course is helpful for men, or

field-independent users, it might be that lack of good education to a larger extent can be

compensated by their self exploring behaviour. This is of course provided that they can

find other means to provide them selves with good metaphors, manuals, protective help

and different kinds of memory aid as previously discussed. M1:s protective measures

experimenting on a separate test-document, his memory aid in form of structured notes,

M2 making IBM send him a DOS-manual on disk etc. indicate a support for this

assumption. Hence a possible hypothesis might be that field-independent users are less

hampered by poor education than field-dependent users. However this might be a result

of contemporary design. More developed user guiding, and more person-oriented

interaction might make field-dependent users less dependent on the personal training.

4.2.11 General issues

Some additional aspects that are considered of interest will be presented below.

The first issue regards attitudes and feelings towards the systems. M1 stresses that

the computer has broadened his range of possible occupations. He says that his first
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encounters with the computer gave him a sense of freedom and independence. W1 also

talks about independence and says that, at work, she would feel very handicapped

without the system. She claims that she could not be without it, during her spare time,

even though she does not spend a lot of time using it. She feels that being able to read

her own mail, using the scanner, is an important matter of integrity.

While M2 seems to be able to take care of most problems by himself, the other

three interviewed seem to be rather frustrated by conflicts between braille display, the

synthetic speech and the computer. W2 says that such problems makes her realise how

dependent she is of the computer.

Some utterances by W1 and W2 seem to indicate that they believe that some of

their uses of the computer are not serious enough to be considered. W1 laughs and

seems a little bit embarrassed when mentioning her organisation of recipes. W2 mentions

that the system is merely a tool (Swedish: redskap) so she has no bigger interest in

developing her use of it. At one occasion she mentions that she writes a lot of garbage

letters and such. No such tendency to degrade their own use of the computer could be

noticed among the male subjects.

One issue brought up by both W1 and W2 regarded being able to support their

children in school. No conclusions regarding gender should be made on these basis. That

both female and none of the male subjects were concerned with this issue could just as

well be a matter of family situation. W1 wants to be able to use her system to question

her daughter on homework, be able to read her books and help her with spelling etc.

when she starts school. She says that this is an important part of the parent role. She says

that there are other things that she is not able to do and therefore she wants to do

everything that is possible rather than leave it to the other parent. W2 has the same

ambition, to be able to help her son when he starts school, using the computer.

In short, the computer means a lot in terms of freedom, independence and

integrity. All the subjects, except M2, bring up problems with conflicts between the

braille display, the synthetic speech unit and the computer. Some utterances by W1 and

W2 seem to indicate that some of their uses of the computer is not important. No such

utterances were made by the male subjects. Finally both W1 and W2 express concerns

about being able to use their computers as a mean to support their children in their future

school work.
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4.3 Limitations

Despite initial demands on participating subjects in the study their experience vary

greatly from a very inexperienced user to a professional network administrator. This is

not necessarily a problem in the pilot study, since it can contribute to giving insights from

very different angels. However, in the succeeding Case Study such a spread in experience

would effect the significance of the conclusions.

Because of the limited number of subjects involved and the explorative and

qualitative nature of this pilot study no statistical significant differences can be presented.

Any results are handled as possible differences for further investigation. It should also be

noted that none of the subjects were congenitally blind. Hence, gender related differences

among the subjects can not be generalised to blind individuals in general.

As already discussed in Limitations, Chapter 3, the nature of the hypotheses makes

it difficult to create good question. The questions are made with the hypotheses in mind

but the evaluation is very open.

Another problem regards the possibilities for the team to acquire enough

knowledge of the braille and Synthetic Speech adaptations used within the time and

resource limits. This has caused some problems to relate some of the hypotheses

regarding relationships between design attributes and cognitive differences. As a result

some of these relationships evaluated are inferred or indirect. However some of these

problems stems from the limitations of the environment. Many aspects of the design

considered are simply not present in the MS-DOS environment investigated.

Regarding the gender differences it should be noted that Pilot Study I regards none

congenitally blind subjects and hence the sex differences might not be present among

subjects who are born with the impairment. Secondly nothing has been said about the

reasons for the observed gender differences. The subjects do have different background

and controlling for the background might eliminate the gender difference. On the other

hand the interest for gender related differences, in this study, are merely as a means for

individual adaptation and hence underlying causes are not primary concerns for a more

pragmatic point of view.
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4.4 Implications for Case Study

The major reason for the Pilot Study was to prepare for the succeeding Case Study, and

the study does have implications for the focus, method, and development of the

questionnaire of the Case Study. These implications are presented below.

4.4.1 Focus Implications

Pilot Study I had a wide scope, but still the emphasis was on Witkin’s Cognitive Style

Theory in accordance with Chapter 3.8. The Results from the Pilot Study seem to

indicate that the subjects interaction with their systems actually can be characterised in

terms of more or less field-dependent behaviour. Furthermore the study does support a

gender related difference among the four subjects interviewed. Finally many of the

hypotheses and predictions based on Cognitive Style do regard aspects of the design that

actually are present in a modern GUI based environment and to some extent in an MS-

DOS environment. Hence the results from the Pilot Study indicate that a continuos focus

on Witkin’s Cognitive Style related issues will be productive.

4.4.2 Practical Implications

The issue already discussed, Chapter 4.3, regarding problems finding four equally

experienced users for the pilot study, indicate that much effort will have to be put on this

issue in the case study.

An other issue also discussed above regards the problems of acquiring enough

knowledge of the adapted systems. This matter is important for a number of reasons.

Knowledge of the systems can facilitate a final fine tuning of the questions, especially

those regarding dialogue style, prior to the Case Study. More knowledge makes it easier

to instantly adapt circumstantial attendant questions during the interview. The issue is

finally important for the following evaluation of the subjects answers. Hence measures

should be taken to acquire deeper hands on experience of the systems studied than the

means and time available has allowed for Pilot study I.

The Pilot Study did provide some surprises regarding the subjects background

and experience despite initial demands. A short telephone interview before the regular in

person interview could exclude such elements of surprise.
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4.4.3 Questionnaire Implications

The first part of the interview regards the subjects background and experience. These are

straightforward questions that advantageously can be handled in a prior telephone

interview. However, some additional questions regarding the subjects systems and

peripherals should be added. Questions revealing how the subjects systems are equipped

should be added,  i.e. use of braille display, braille printer, synthetic speech, regular

printer, CD-ROM, modem etc. Which operating system and major applications that are

used should also be asked. Finally the subjects should be asked whether they have had

full or partial vision earlier in their life time.

The summing up of the subjects equipment in the end of the second part of the

interview is no longer needed with the additional questions in part I. Some of the

questions are quite similar. The third and fourth question could simply be replaced by

one question and question nine could be removed.

The first three questions in part three regarding an imaginary application for a job

should be excluded. The intention with the questions was to find out how the subjects

would name the application-documents without explicitly asking for it. This was time

consuming and still ended up with explicit questions. The questions regarding

Information Technology (IT) do cause some trouble. The concept IT mean very different

things for the different subjects, this is no problem and is natural since it is an abstract

concept with no clear boundaries. The problem is when the subject is not familiar with

the concept and asks for an explanation. A full explanation would only introduce the

interviewers opinions to the study and would be of no use. The best solution is probably

to drop the question if the subject is not familiar with the concept. The last two questions

in this part of the interview regards dialogue options. The issue is important for the

study, but hard to address by means of an interview. This is an issue that probably is best

dealt with by means of some kind of background logging of the users interaction with the

computer over a longer period of time. However, with more hands on experience these

question could probably be improved. Knowledge from the suggested telephone

interview would give insight to which applications are most commonly used and more

concrete questions regarding these applications could be formulated e.g. ”How do you

go about to save a file in World Perfect?”.
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The last part of the interview produced interesting answers fairly evenly between

the questions but the question regarding administration of the subjects system could be

excluded. The question of explaining the system for an other person has much similarities

with the first question in the second part of the interview. This question could be

excluded from part four and replace the question in part two.
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5 Pilot Study II - Planning

Pilot study II where five male and five female subjects participate involves a test in a

constructed test environment.

5.1 Purpose

The purpose of this test is to see if there is a cognitive style, or gender, related difference

in preferences regarding presentation of information. The information will be presented

in two different ways, one person-oriented and one spatially oriented.

According to Fowler & Murray a "field-dependent person is more likely to

demonstrate a wider range of interpersonal competencies than the field-independent

person" (1987:710) and  good "interpersonal skills tend to be associated with person-

oriented rather than task-oriented behaviour” (1987:710). Hence it can be expected that

field-dependent, or female, subjects will prefer and perform better in the person oriented

interface compared to the spatially oriented interface.

Men in general score high on spatial ability tests. Hence it can be expected that

they prefer and perform better with the spatially oriented interface. Egan refers to the

Embedded Figures Test as ”a test related to reasoning and spatial abilities”(1985:555).

Hence, field-independent individuals, men or women, probably prefer and perform better

with a spatially oriented interface.

5.2 Grounds for comparison

A tactile version of the Embedded Figures Test could be used to determine the cognitive

style. However cognitive style is related to gender and an alternative approach is to

evaluate performance and preference in regard to gender. The advantage to the former

approach is a more direct connection to the hypotheses. An other advantage is that even

if it has been shown that women are on the average more field-dependent than men there

are a lot of very field-independent women and of course many field-dependent men. See

also chapter 3.8.
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5.3 System of Study

Two different interfaces are compared. They are built as two different hyper documents.

The person-oriented document is based on personal relations between people running

different businesses and the spatially oriented document is based on the spatial, or

geographical, relations between these businesses. The textual information in the latter

interface does allow the subject to create an internal spatial map, but the interface is

spatial in yet an other way. The links to other pages within the document are placed in a

way that correspond to the spatial arrangement of the imaginary businesses.

A word wide web browser, adapted to braille display and synthetic speech, should

be used to present the two different documents to the subjects. In order to preserve the

spatial orientation between the links the keys used to navigate the browser must

correspond to up, down, right and left. This is not always the case. Except for these

navigation keys and the enter key no other possible navigation functions should be used.

5.4 Demands on participating users

The following aspects should, if possible, be met:

• Equal number of men and women. - The aspects considered are gender related.

• Homogenous group in respect to if the impairment is innate or not. - Spatial abilities

are in able bodied people largely developed throw visual stimulation.

• The subjects should be totally dependent on none visual presentation of information in

their interaction with the computer.

• Homogenous group in respect to whether the users use braille display or synthetic

speech or a combination. - The way to read the computer might effect the preferences

and the performance.

• Homogenous group in respect to the amount of experience on the system. - As in any

study this is of course a major factor determining performance.

• Homogenous group in respect to the experience of Internet and w.w.w.-browsers -

With a certain amount of  training it might be possible to use novices.
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5.5 Test tasks

The participants receive a print out (braille) consisting of an introduction to the

information as well as questions and tasks to be performed. The participants are allowed

to keep these print outs during the duration of the test.

The test includes answering the questions. The answers to the questions can be

found in the hyper documents. There are also a few tasks included, such as booking a

conference room, which also can be done directly in the document.

All the subjects perform both the tests. Three men and three women perform the

spatially-oriented test first and the rest of the subjects perform person-oriented interface

first or vice versa. It is important that equally many men and women perform the tests in

the same order. But it does not matter that more subjects starts with spatially oriented

interface, see chapter 5.9, below.

5.6 Observation

The test should be recorded on video. Keyboard action and the screen should be

recorded and synchronised. The subject is asked to think aloud and his / her voice is

recorded. While the participants action is being monitored it is still important that notes

are taken during the test to give a base for the subsequent interview. The participants

should give oral answers to the test questions and these answers are noted. The time of

completion is measured.

5.7 Evaluation

Appropriate measures of performance are time of completion and number of errors. The

test is followed up by a short interview where the participants are asked which interface

they prefer and why. Reasons for problems and hesitations observed during the test

should also be elaborated.

An important aspect to observe is how the participants go about to solve the tasks

in the test. According to the theory of cognitive style field-independent individuals have a

more hypotheses testing approach to problem solving, while field-dependent subjects

have more of a trial and error approach.
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5.8 Preparation

The test should be tested on at least one blind subject before the full scale study. The

subject should have similar experience as the subsequent ten.

5.9 Limitations

The order of the test tasks performed is not ideal in the sense that group who starts with

the spatially-oriented test is bigger than the group that starts with the person-oriented

interface. This would not have to be the case if the number of subjects were dividable by

four. However an absolute evaluation of the interfaces used are not at issue. What is

being evaluated is the relative performance and preferences regarding the interfaces

among men and women. Hence, a possible bias towards one of the interfaces is not a

problem as long as the bias is present in both groups.
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6 Case Study - Planning

The Planning of the Case Study, so far, is based on the literature studies, and on the

results from Pilot Study I, but the planning should not be considered complete until

results from Pilot Study II have been included. As a result this planning regards how an

interview should be performed, any other additional tests should first be subject to a pilot

study.

6.1 Purpose

The purpose of the study is to find a good base for individual adaptation for disabled

users, especially users with a visual impairment that makes them dependent to an

interface not involving visual representations. The literature studies and Pilot Study I

have given notable support for that Witkin’s Cognitive Style Theory could be a good

base for adaptation. The continued studies could have direct connections to cognitive

style or could use the indirect connection to gender. The advantages and disadvantages

of either approach have already been discussed, and are further discussed below. The

important aspect is that the choice reflects the overall aim of facilitating adaptation of

user interfaces for disabled users.

6.2 Grounds for comparison

The gender related differences is a good base for the evaluation of the hypothesis in the

interview. The interviews provide an overall impression of the subjects, and subjects

having an unexpected cognitive style given their background and / or gender, should be

possible to detect. However if the results from Pilot Study II suggest that a test of

Cognitive Style should be included for that part of the Case Study, and both the

interview and interface test involves the same subjects, field-dependency can be a base

for the evaluation of the interview as well. Alternatively such a test could simply be used

to determine if there is a gender related difference among blind subjects. If a test of

cognitive style is to be included it should first be tested in Pilot Study II, see Chapter 5

for further discussion on the subject.
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6.3 System of Study

In chapter 3, the choice of system has been discussed. The many advantages found using

a Window based system and the results from the Pilot Study indicate that much effort

should be made to conduct the Case Study in such an environment. The original reason

to study users in a DOS based environment was the expected difficulties to find enough

experienced subjects in an adapted GUI based system. The problems finding equally

experienced subjects in the pilot study, regarding a MS-DOS based system, in addition to

the finding that one of the subject already was an experienced user of a Window based

system and that one subject was in the process of updating to such a system may indicate

that the original reason for the choice of environment might not be valid anymore. It

should be noted that our hypotheses tells us that field-independent subjects do have an

exploring hypothesis testing approach which may indicate that the first subjects to

upgrade their systems might turn out to be this group. In the same way field-dependent

subjects are believed to need encouragement to explore their system, hence they are not

likely to be the first one’s to upgrade. Consequently either choice is likely to bias one of

the groups.

6.4 Demands on participating users

The following aspects should, if possible, be met:

• Equal number of men and women. - Many of the aspects considered are gender

related.

• Homogenous group in respect to if the impairment is innate or not. - Spatial abilities

are in able bodied people largely developed throw visual stimulation.

• Homogenous group in respect to any remaining vision. - The interaction between

computer and user is usually handled very different for people with partly remaining

vision and completely blind people.

• Homogenous group in respect to whether the users use braille display, synthetic

speech or a combination. - The way to read the computer might effect the preference

and performance.

• Homogenous group in respect to the amount of experience on the system. - As in any

study this is of course a major factor determining performance.
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• Homogenous group in respect to the software used. - To make the results

comparable.

6.5 Demands on system

As discussed above there are advantages as well as disadvantages to study a GUI based

system compared to a MS-DOS based system. Advantages using the former platform

makes it the first choice. A second alternative is however included since problems finding

a large enough group of users in a Window based system might be invincible. Suggested

software for alternative 1:

• Windows 3.0, 3.1, 3.11 or Windows 95 based system

• Word processing: Word

• Scanning and OCR software

• CD - ROM productions, e.g. FOCUS

Suggested software for alternative 2:

• MS-DOS based system

• Word processing: WordPerfect (or Cicero)

• Scanning and OCR software

• CD - ROM productions, e.g. FOCUS

Demands that the users should have access to and experience of Internet could be added.

This area of use is likely to be one of the most important for future use. Issues expressed

by the users in Pilot Study I regarding communication and access to more information

together with the general development in the society implies that disabled users have a

lot to gain by being part of this development. Still such a demand has not been included

above since it is not expected to be realistic to find a large enough group of experienced

Internet users for the Case Study. Secondly such a demand might exclude field-

dependent users, see similar discussion above regarding platform.

6.6 Telephone Interview

In good time before the actual in person interview is taking place a short telephone

interview should be conducted. The telephone interview includes the questions in the
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first part of Pilot Study I, i.e. Background and Experience. This preparative interview

makes it possible to exclude subjects that do not correspond to the demands. Secondly

this interview makes it possible to make decisions about what should be included and

what should be disregarded on before hand. In a pressed interview situation it can be

hard to make the correct decisions of if for example a specific software used by the

interviewed should be subject for questions or not. Finally this procedure makes it

possible to acquire necessary additional knowledge regarding the subjects systems before

the actual in person interview.

6.7 Interviewer knowledge

The interviewer should, if possible, be able to handle the most common application,

probably a word processor, and the operating system by means of synthetic speech.

Some additional understanding of how the braille display works is important, but

knowledge of the braille-alphabet can not be demanded.

6.8 Interview setting

The interview questions are mostly open. Where considered relevant the subjects are

further questioned or encouraged to elaborate on specific aspects of their answers.

Where possible questions with direct or indirect connections to presented hypotheses are

used, see appendix A and the suggested changes in chapter 4. However the interview is

divided into four parts:

• Background and experience (telephone)

• The users description, main purposes, good and bad aspects of the system etc.

• Questions regarding organisation of files etc., metaphors, and questions regarding

experience of IT and finally preferences regarding dialogue alternatives.

• Questions regarding training, troubleshooting. etc.

The interviews are carried out in person and recorded on tape.

6.9 Transcription and evaluation

The interviews should be transcribed word by word to detect formulations and

metaphors. Laughs should be noted, but intonations and body language can be

disregarded unless considered important for the specific expression. Some parts of the
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interaction between the interviewer and the subject can be left out such as encouraging

short expressions or sounds that don’t interrupt the interviewed.
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7 Discussion

The Results from the literature studies and Pilot Study I seem to indicate that individuals’

interaction with their systems actually can be characterised in terms of more or less field-

dependent behaviour. Furthermore the studies do support a gender related difference in

interaction and can hence indicate how computer systems should be constructed to

support both men and women.

There are problems related to the use of older command based interfaces as well as

of newer graphical user interfaces for visually impaired individuals. Most problems

regarding command based systems relate to the fact that hardly no development is aimed

towards such environments. This makes it hard to function in a modern organisation and

getting access to new information technology. It is necessary to use new approaches to

interface design for visually impaired, e.g. ‘Audio Rooms’ discussed in background, to

provide visually impaired with the same flexibility as able bodied users. Cognitive

Differences should be a major concern for such approaches.

As discussed, in chapter 2.3, there seems to be a discrepancy between field-

dependent individuals need for an inflexible well determined interface on the one hand,

and their interpersonal skills and probable preference for a natural dialogue on the other.

This could indicate that some of the design aspects discussed are merely means to limit

the problems that contemporary design creates for a field-dependent individual. The

field-dependent individual might be more facilitated by an interface with a more natural

kind of dialogue that allows mixed initiative rather than an inflexible system with to strict

system guiding. A natural inspiration for designing such an interaction would be the

human dialogue.

In chapter 4.2.10 a relating issue was discussed, the issue was that field-dependent

users might be more hampered by poor education, because of their need for

encouragement and their person oriented style. To day we do use many different

applications and we do update our software quite frequently. Often there is not enough

time or means for proper training. A more natural kind of dialogue, as discussed above,

might facilitate the field-dependent novice during early encounters with an application by

providing a style of interaction that is more similar to a tutors interaction with a pupil.
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This is a matter of using the strength of an individuals style rather than letting the

weaknesses limit the interaction. In the same manner the greater auditory attention

abilities, that Witkin found (1968), among blind subjects could be an ability that can be

used to compensate for limitations in a none visual interaction with a computer.
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Appendix A-1

App. A Test Material Pilot Study I

Before Interview

The interviewed is instructed that the term ‘system’ will be used to refer to the complete

system i.e. computer, peripheral equipment such as printer or Braille display, manuals

etc.

Interview, part I

• Vad har du för utbildning? Gymnasieskola, Högskolekurser. [What education do you

have? High School, College/University.]

• Vad arbetar du med? [ What’s your occupation?]

• Har du haft några andra arbeten under någon längre tid? [Have you had any other

employment’s during any longer period of time?]

• Vad har du för fritidsintressen? [What do you do in your spare time?]

• Hur länge har du använt det här systemet? [For how long have you used this system?]

• Hur mycket använder du det? [How much do you use your system?]

• Har du erfarenhet ifrån andra liknande system? [Do you have experience from similar

systems?]

• Hur gammal är du? [What’s your age?]
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Interview, part II

• Tänk dig att du har en kollega / kompis som inte känner till något om ditt

datorsystem. Kollegan behöver lära sig systemet. Beskriv datorn /

programvaran / hela systemet för denna kollega. [Imagine that you have a college

/ friend that doesn’t know anything about your system. The college need to learn the

system. Describe the system for this college.]

• Vad kan man använda systemet till? [What can the system be used for?]

• Vad är ditt huvudsyfte med att använda systemet? [What is your main purpose,

for using the system?]

• Vad använder du systemet till, i övrigt? [What additional use of the system do you

have?]

• Finns det några speciella finesser i systemet / ordbehandlaren / scanner-

programmet etc. som underlättar ditt arbete? [Are there any special finesses with

the system / word processor / scanning software etc. that facilitate your work? ]

• Vad är det allra bästa med systemet? Varför, i vilket avseende? [What is the best

aspect of the system? Why, in what respect?]

• Vad är sämst med systemet? Varför, i vilket avseende? [What is the best aspect of

the system? Why, in what respect?]

• Är det något du gärna skulle vilja kunna göra med systemet, som ej  går? [Is

there something you would like to be able to do with the system which is not

possible?]

• Är det något du gärna skulle vilja kunna göra med systemet, du tror går men

som du ej kan? [Is there something you would like to be able to do with the system

that you believe is possible but you don’t know how to?]

• Är det viktigt att det finns många funktioner? [Is it important that there is many

functions in the system?]

• Summing up hardware. Har vi tagit upp alla delar av systemet, kringutrustning

och sådant? [Have we discussed all parts of the system, peripherals etc.?]

(Hårdvara)
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• Summing up software. Vilka programvaror består systemet av, är det något vi

inte redan tagit upp? [What programs does the system contain, is there something

we have not already discussed?] 
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Interview, part III

•  Om vi säger att du skulle söka arbete på en firma som heter hem o fritid AB.

Du har redan varit i kontakt med Kurt Klang som är chef på musik

avdelningen, och Inger Ingesson som är chef för bokavdelningen. Beskriv så

noggrant som möjligt de olika moment som du går igenom för att skapa de två

olika ansökningshandlingarna? [Imagine that you were about to apply for an

employment at a company called Home & Leisure Limited. You have already been in

contact with Kurt Klang who is supervisor at the music department and Inga Ingesson

who is supervising the book department. Describe as carefully as possible the different

steps you have to go throw to accomplish the two different applications.]

• Du blir senare kallad till intervju till musik avdelningen. Det har dock gått en

lång tid sedan du skrev ansökan, och du vill kolla upp vad du skrev. Du kommer

inte ihåg var du har lagrat informationen. Hur går du till väga för att finna

den? [Sometimes later you are contacted for an interview appointment at the music

department. It has however passed some time since you applied, and you want to

check what you actually wrote in the application. You can’t remember where you

stored the information. How do you go about to find it?]

• Unless already answered. Hur skiljer du på dessa båda handlingar? [How do you

distinguish between these two documents?]

• Hur organiserar du dokument / adresslista / fakturer? [How do you organise

documents / addresses / invoices?] Whatever is relevant for the subject.

• Ibland talar man om verktyg i datorsammanhang. Säger det dig något?

[Sometimes the word tool is used in the computer domain. Does the word tool, in this

context, mean anything to you?]

• If no, continue.

• If yes, Hur skulle du förklara för någon som inte är så insatt, vad verktyg

betyder i detta sammanhang? [How would you explain to someone not as

informed, what tool is in this domain?]

• Tycker du att det är en träffande liknelse? [Are you satisfied with this use of the

word tool?]
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• If no Hur skulle du vilja benämna den typen av program? [How would you like

to term these programs?]

• Hur upplever du att informationsteknologi påverkar din fritid / ditt arbetsliv /

din skolgång? [How do you feel that information technology affects your spare time /

working life /  school work ] Depending on whats relevant. One thing at the time.

• Circumstantial attendant questions. Hur menar du? Varför då? Förklara? [How do

you mean? Why? Explain?]

• Använder du några kortkommandon? [Do you use any short-key commands?]  -

Clarify if considered necessary. - Speciella funktioner, som att spara en fil, kan

ofta utföras med kortkommandon. Det brukar vara funktionstangenterna F1 till

F12 eller Cntrl alternativt Alt tangenten i kombination med någon bokstav.

[Specific functions, such as save a file, can often be executed with short-key

commands. It’s usually the function keys F1 throw F12 or one of the keys Cntrl or Alt

in combination with some letter.]

• (11, A, D, F) If there are distinct alternative styles of dialogue the user should be

asked which one is used / preferred. ( commands / menu, short-keys, system guided /

user guided) For exempel: Brukar du skriva in dina kommandon på

kommandoraden i ordbehandlaren X eller brukar du använda dig av menyn? [

Do you usually write the commands on the command line in the word processor X or

do you use the menu?]

• Varför använder / föredrar du det? [Why do you use / prefer that?]

WorldPerfect: Menu, Short-key commands, Command line commands, Macros

Cicero:Menu, Short-key commands, Macros

OsCaR: Menu, Short-key commands

World: Menu, Short-key commands, Macros

Textview: Menu, Short-key commands

Interview, part IV

• Hur fick du lära dig systemet? [How did you get to learn the system?] - Attendant

questions. - Hur gick utbildningen till? [How was the education organised?]
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• Hur upplevde du det? [How did you feel about the education?]

• Possible circumstantial attendant questions.

• Hur får du lära dig ny programvara? [How do you learn new applications?]   

• If not already answered above. Brukar du utforska programmen på egen hand,

testa nya funktioner etc.? [Are you in a habit of exploring the applications, testing

new functions etc.?]

• Vad får dig att göra det? [What makes you do that?]

• Hur tycker du att en utbildning ska vara? [How do you believe that an education

should be organised?]  - i den mån detta inte redan är besvarat. - Ska det vara

mycket praktik eller mycket teori? [Should there be an emphasis on practical

experience or on theory?]

• Tycker du att det är viktigt att veta hur datorn och programmen fungerar eller

är du nöjd med att kunna uträtta det du behöver göra? [Do you find it important

to know how the computer and the applications work or are you satisfied with being

able to accomplish what needs to be done?]

• Circumstantial attendant questions regarding reasons and depth or width of

knowledge. Do one want’s to know the technology behind to be able to solve

problems or to understand the potential of the system to be able to change, modify or

simplify working tasks.

• Har du råkat ut för några problem på senare tid? [Have you experienced any

problems lately?]

• Beskriv! [Describe!]

• Hur upplevde du det? [How did you feel about it?]  - (Interesting / tough)

• Possible circumstantial attendant questions.

• Brukar du lägga ner mycket tid på att administrera ditt systemet: till exempel

organisera filer, skapa makron, skräddarsy och ta backup? [Do you spend much

time administrating yor system: organising files, create macros, backup etc.?]

• Vi bad dig tidigare förklara systemet för en kollega. Nu vill vi att du tänker dig

att du ska beskriva systemet för en person som aldrig hört talas om datorer. Du
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kan till exempel tänka dig en person i från en tid då det inte fanns billiga person

datorer (50-60 talet). Beskriv datorns funktion ( dess olika delar ) och program.

[We have already asked you to describe the system for a college. Now we want you

to describe the system for a person that never heard of computers. You can, for

example, imagine a person from a time when cheap personal computers were not

available (The 50:ties or 60:ties). Describe the computers function ( the diffent parts)!

]

• Om du fått höra talas om en funktion i ett program du använder som du tror

skulle kunna underlätta ditt arbete, vad gör du då? [If you heard of some function

in an application you use and you believe that this function could facilitate your work.

What would you do?]  - possible encouragement - frågar någon, be någon visa,

testar dig fram själv? [Ask someone, ask someone to show you, test by your self?]

• If the person does explore and test by him / her-self, it is important to find out if it is

done with some sort of hypothesis testing or rather trial and error.


